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ABSTRACT:
We demonstrate an analysis of micro-earthquake data from the Prati-32 injection test at The Geysers. The goal is to identify fractures, the state of fluids, and permeable zones. The approach is to extract as much information as possible from micro-earthquake recordings. We obtain earthquake source properties (hypocenters, magnitudes, stress drops, and moment tensors), 3D isotropic velocity ($V_p$ and $V_s$) and 3D attenuation properties ($Q_p$ and $Q_s$ - seismic quality factors), derived elastic moduli (Lambda, Bulk and Young's moduli), and Poisson's ratio. We then utilize rock physics in interpretation of theses parameters to identify reservoir properties. Because the injection test is into a previously undisturbed formation (below) the traditional development zone, we can test our analysis against the location and time of injection.
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